UNSA would like to acknowledge the traditional
custodians upon which this magazine was written, the
Pambalong Clan of the Awabakal Nation. We would also
like to extend this acknowledgement to the Birpai,
Darkinjung and Gadigal peoples, as the traditional
custodians of the lands upon which the University of
Newcastle resides and UNSA operates. UNSA would like
to pay respects to all Elders past, present and emerging,
and acknowledge them as the true knowledge holders.

Tiana Williams
Graphic Designer
Favourite Thriller/Horror Movie:
Scream
Hello my spooky friends,

We acknowledge the historical inequalities faced by
Aboriginal people and the continuing struggle for justice
and equality. Black Lives Matter.

It’s my favourite Opus Issue! They will have to get rid
of me before stopping the annual Halloween issue.
This one has everything spooky you could ever
want: Witches, movies, horoscopes, and more.

Always was, always will be Aboriginal land.

Halloween may not be a traditionally Australian thing
to celebrate, but I know many Australians who like
spooky and scary movies, books, and tv shows,
many who like dress up parties, and many more
who like candy; which means we should all take
advantage of this spooky season!
Also, stay tuned to the Opus Instagram (@opus.
unsa) for even more spooky things, including creepy
cocktails, featured articles, and a bunch of creepy
content.

Stephanie Jenkins
Junior Editior
Favourite Thriller/Horror Movie:
Alien

Stay golden,
Media Officer and Editior

Tyler Bridges
2

Favourite Thriller/Horror Movie: Saw or Seven or
Shutter Island or ….
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What is your favourite Thriller/Horror Movie?
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Editors Letter

In-fact-uated

Contributors

Modern Day Witch Vibes
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Hal....all alone: inpiration
for Halloween in Isolation
Spooky Books for the
Horror Adverse

Dear UNSA Members,
Happy lockdown 2!

Cordelia Photography

I’m sure many of you had been looking
forward to a big semester 2, I know the team here at
UNSA certainly were. Sadly, we haven’t been able
to do everything that we had planned due to the
COVID-19 outbreak and lockdown.

Bury your Gays
Halloween Colouring
Competition

However, the good news is that we are
getting closer and closer to leaving lockdowns
behind and being back to doing great things on
campus.

The Flip of a Coin

I’d like to take this opportunity to
encourage everyone that is eligible but hasn’t
received the vaccine to go and get vaccinated. The
faster you get it, the safer and more free we’ll all be.
Whilst it’s been a really difficult time
for all of us, there have been some amazing things
that have happened. For example, the staff team at
UNSA worked their socks off to make sure food was
delivered to students locked down on campus. I’d
like to thank all of the staff involved with that effort.
In particular, thank you to our General Manager,
Georgia Killick, for working tirelessly during that
period.

Halloween Oreos

Lets get Slashed

Music for the Signs

The Horror of Twilight in
2021

Halloween Star Signs

Speaking of next year, it’s time for
our annual UNSA elections. A great crop of
students have put their hands up to represent
you next year, so make sure you get out and
vote!
Lastly, Jess Philbrook, our Vice President
Welfare, and myself, have been working on
some campaign ideas to finish off the year, so if
you have any ideas please let us know!
Kind regards,
Luka Harrison
UNSA President

We’ve also well and truly started our
planning for next year. I can assure you that we have
some amazing things in the works. I can’t give too
much away, but definitely keep your eyes out for
some different food options around campus next
year.

Horror Movie Checklist
66
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A History of
Magic: Q & A
with Professor
Marguerite
Johnson

Q) Are there any overlaps between what
astrology was used for in ancient times and
what it is used for now?

I love all things to do with magic and witchcraft.
Books, movies, TV shows, documentaries – if there’s
magic or witchcraft involved, sign me up!
Cut to— I was in the second year of my degree,
looking for subjects to fill my Ancient History minor
requirement, when I discovered a winter course by
the name of ‘Magic and Witchcraft in Greece and
Rome’. My interest was piqued, and I signed up for
the class.
It was easily my favourite course that I have taken
throughout my degree. I especially loved learning
about the links that exist between modern practices
of magic, and those of Ancient Greece and Rome.
So much has changed throughout the millennia on
the topic. However, there are certain notions about
magic and witchcraft that have prevailed throughout
time. So begs the question: Is magic real? Or purely
myth and stereotype?
For these reasons, I asked Marguerite Johnson,
Professor of Classics and Ancient History, some
questions about how magic and witchcraft in the
ancient world compares with what we might be
more familiar with today.
Astrology plays an important role in modern society.

A) Yes, there is overlap. The ancients had two
types of astrology, and while the first type, judicial
astrology, based on celestial or meteorological
phenomena, predicted the future of the king or the
country, it doesn’t really resonate today. The second
type, horoscopic astrology, related to the character
and fortune of an individual, however, is very much
in keeping with the practice today.

Q) Has magic and witchcraft always been as
accessible for its practitioners as it is today?
A) Yes, it has always been a part of societies, and
probably always will be. It seems that almost any
freeborn person could practice magic, and we know
both men and women did practice it. Sometimes
it was kept underground for various reasons but
finding someone who could help with magic seems
to have been common knowledge in most ancient
communities. Legislation did eventually begin to be
taken more seriously in places such as Rome, but
we have few extant cases of prosecution.

Q) Many practitioners of magic in modernity
link their practice to a form of religion
(E.G. Wicca). Was this the case for magic
practitioners in an ancient setting?
A) Yes, magic was tied to religion. The ancients
didn’t make such strong distinctions between such
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practices as we have done in the west since around
the time of the Enlightenment. Gods and goddesses
worked for people in religious settings as well as
crossing over and working in other ways in magical
settings. The principal deity of magic and magic
practitioners was Hecate, a goddess from the East
or Asia Minor, originally imported into Greece and
then from Greece into Rome. But Hecate was also
involved in more religious rituals as well, although
she does become increasingly tied to magic almost
exclusively from the Archaic age in Greece (8th
Century BCE – 5th Century BCE) through to the
Greco-Roman period in Egypt (until the around the
2nd Century CE).

Q) There are many connotations and images
of women involved in witchcraft and magic
throughout the years, both in mythology
(such as Hecate, Circe, and Medea) and how
it has been received in real life. Were women
such huge practitioners of magic in the
ancient world as we are led to believe?
A) Witches are almost always seen as women – it’s a
stereotype. In myth they are usually female, but the
most non-mythical historical examples we have are
male. It makes sense because men had access to

education, and spells had to be recorded if someone
planned to set up a business as a practitioner. Since
women had very limited access to education, more
formal magic – literate aspects of magic – was
beyond their technical skills. But this doesn’t mean
women didn’t practise magic in real life – I absolutely
believe they did – but they would have practised
magic that was verbal, magic that was handed
down over generations and has simply failed to be
recorded.

Q) What were the main types of magic
practiced in the ancient world? Were
they typically used for good, or nefarious
purposes?
A) The most common magic was protection magic.
Because magic permeated antiquity and most
people either believed in it or, at the very least, were
frightened that it could be real, there was a huge
market in amulets to protect people from it. This
type of protective magic is a direct link to the other
major type of magic – curses – which were employed
for all sorts of reasons. We have a large cache of
archaeological evidence for both types, as well as
spell books for the actual practitioners that listed
how to make both protection spells and curses.
Phoebe Barsi
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Puppetry, Stop
Motion, and the

twisted, and unsettling aesthetics, these films have
generated a strong adult following, transcending
their classification as family films. While not outright
‘horror’, the films definitely have a bit of creep factor.
Henson’s co-director for The Dark Crystal, Frank Oz,
said in an interview in 2007 that Henson intended
these films to “get back to the darkness of the original
Grimm fairy tales,” invoking themes of genocide,
tyranny, and recognition of bodily autonomy. Oz
reported that Henson “didn’t think it was healthy for
children to always feel safe.”

Reinterpreting The Dark Crystal as
Halloween-appropriate
Halloween is finally upon us, yet again. While I

believe that horror is a genre that can be enjoyed all
year round, a whole month of the year dedicated to
really embracing the creep factor definitely won’t go
to waste here at Opus.
You might have caught my article about Twilight, and
the lasting effect it had on the horror genre for young
readers and viewers, especially young women. Well,

that article got me thinking about what other movies
hold a prominent place under the ‘horror’ umbrella
but aren’t situated specifically in the horror canon.
The first that comes to mind is one of my all-time
favourite films, Jim Henson’s 1986 cult classic,
Labyrinth. If you haven’t seen it, Labyrinth is a musical
horror-fantasy directed by Jim Henson, along with
Star Wars’ very own George Lucas. When Sarah
(Jennifer Connelly) wishes her infant brother, Toby,
be taken away by goblins, she must find her way
to the centre of an enormous, otherworldly labyrinth
to confront the Goblin King, Jareth (David Bowie),
and rescue her brother before time runs out. While
Bowie’s iconic look as Jareth and the film’s incredibly
singable soundtrack (Magic Dance, anyone?) held
centre stage in my memory, a re-watch made me
reconsider how I actually perceived the movie as a
child.
From the sounds of it, lots of people are totally
creeped out by Henson’s puppetry. Beside Sarah and
Jareth, most of the characters featured in Labyrinth
are puppets created by Jim Henson’s Creature
Shop. Warty goblins, hairy monsters, toothy knights,
and metallic, pedal-powered torture devices are
right at home in Henson’s imagination. However,
Labyrinth wasn’t where this ick-factor began for
Henson. Labyrinth, while brought to life through
Henson’s creations, was made in collaboration with
conceptual designer, Brian Froud, following the duo’s
collaboration on the 1982 film, The Dark Crystal.
In contrast to Labyrinth, The Dark Crystal is
described as a dark fantasy film. Both films were
controversial at their release but now have massive
cult status. Partly due to their dark, sometimes

The Beldam from Coraline https://coraline.fandom.com/wiki/The_Beldam_(Other_Mother)
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modern technologies allowed for a more detailed
and complex animation than previously thought
possible. The character models for Coraline were
made with hundreds of interchangeable parts that
interacted to make thousands of possible pose and
expression combinations for the puppets. Special
effects, such as fog, were also made using physical
elements like dry ice to maintain the handcrafted
look of the film.

In 2019, a prequel to The Dark Crystal streamed on
Netflix called The Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance.
Unlike the 1982 film, however, the series received
critical acclaim upon its release, and many fans were
upset that the show was cancelled after just one
season. While AoR maintains Henson and Froud’s
trademark aesthetic, technological advancements
also allowed the moviemakers to implement more
advanced special effects and 3D animation styles.
Increased use of remote control also allowed more
freedom of movement for the puppeteers, and a
more humanised portrayal of the characters.
While the modernisation of Henson’s puppets in AoR
can help reduce some of the ick-factor that comes
with the uncanny-valley (that grey area between
‘creature’ and ‘human’ that makes you feel all
weird inside—kind of like Artificial Intelligence), the
freedom that modern technology awards can also
enhance the humanoid nature of the puppets. In
other words, the cute becomes cuter, and the gross
becomes grosser.

Goblins from Labyrinth https://labyrinth.fandom.com/wiki/Labyrinth_(film)

Henson’s puppets don’t shy away from gross
imagery, such as reptilian features, decay, humananimal hybrids, and the innate uncanny-valley trap
that puppetry often falls into. However, another film
that screams horror to me takes a whole ‘nother
approach to the eerie, the creepy, and the unsettling:
that is, Coraline.

What is it about these handcrafted, stop motion,
modelled, and puppet-based animation styles that
seem to imbue the creep factor? Coraline is so
culturally accepted as creepy that in 2019, Buzzfeed
published an article recalling several moments
that ‘proved’ the film was actually horror. Gaiman
himself admitted that, before publication, publishers
deemed his novel too scary for a young audience.
While Coraline seems to have had a more publicly
‘spooky’ reception, Henson’s films seem to have
more of a culturally poignant position as symbolising
a change in spooky media for children.

Described as another dark fantasy horror film, the
2009 adaptation of Gaiman’s novel uses stop motion
and an incredibly strict adherence to the essence of
‘handmade’ to bring Gaiman’s work to life. When
Coraline Jones discovers a secret door in her new
family home, she falls into another world where
everything is different—her parents are happy, her
friends are subdued, her neighbours are exciting.
But there’s something sinister in the people’s eyes
down there…
Like the latest instalment of The Dark Crystal,

While the styles themselves definitely support the
creep factor, presenting some gory, unsettling, or
downright horrifying images, the stories themselves
also represent why these films hold such a prominent
position in our collective understanding of what is
spooky. The intricacy of creation, the dark themes,
and the draw of a cult-following all suggest that these
films are able to bridge the gap between childhood
and adulthood. Re-watching The Dark Crystal and
Coraline as adults remind us that perhaps what is
most scary is growing up.
Stephanie Jenkins
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great option to stay connected, scream together,
and tell spooky stories.

For those that pretend to
love a scare

Inspiration for Halloween in isolation
It is that spooky, eerie, creepy time of year where
we can be someone (or something) else, embark
on tricking a fiend, and overload on an excessive
amount of sugar. However, the spooky season in
2021 appears to be looking a little extra scary, and
not in the classic Halloween fashion that we all had
wished for. With Covid-19 cases continuing to rise
in New South Wales, lockdowns being indefinitely
extended, and campuses remaining closed,
we’re preparing ourselves for potential Halloween
celebrations at home. Whilst I do remain hopeful
that by the time we reach October 31st, we will be
free(er) to roam the dark streets as witches, warlocks,
and Waldos, this list is to help you consider your
contingency plan for a Halloween inside.

For those just there to party
For some of us, the joy that comes from Halloween
is from the excuse to celebrate. Whether your usual
Halloween celebration involves creepy costumes,
drinks galore, dancing, laughs, music, or anything in
between, these back-up options are for you:

•

DIY cocktails: If lockdown persists, you still

have the option of picking up some ingredients
for Halloween-inspired cocktails. Consider making
a Bloody Mary, or it’s greener cousin, a Swamp
Thing, which swaps regular red tomatoes for
tomatillos, creating an oozy, green concoction that
Shrek would adore. Or, take a classic cocktail and
add some activated charcoal to give your drink a
deep, dark depth.

• Liven up the space: No Halloween party feels

right without decorations. Pull out those garlands,
candles, and skeleton cut-outs you’ve stored
away from years past, or jump online and start the
shopping spree. Don’t forget to liven yourself up too!
There’s no reason not to get dressed up – although
a spooky Oodie may be more
fitting for

a Halloween at home.

•

Zoom: Just because you are bound to your
bedroom doesn’t mean you have to party alone! Set
up a video call for you and your party-loving pals
and see who succumbs to Bloody Mary first (and
don’t forget to utilise those Zoom backgrounds for
some additional Halloween atmosphere!).

For those that love a scare
You are the type of person Halloween was made
for! You live and breathe the scary, odd, unsettling,
and weird that comes along with this time of year.
Thankfully, there are still many mays to get freaked
out, even when stuck inside:

•

Horror movie marathon: It is a classic
Halloween tradition for many that never goes out
of fashion. Pick some movies from your favourites
collection or take on some new ones. Turn those
lights and devices off and really get into the spirit
of the scare.

•

‘Fireside’ tales: We have all seen that horror
movie trope where everyone is sitting around a
campfire telling scary tales of the past when –
BOOM – something bad happens! Maybe it is time
to spread your love of fear with others and try this
at home, whether with your housemates or over
Zoom. You can be creative and make up your own
spooky stories or see what the internet has to offer.

• Books for the buried: Pick up a spooky book
and give it a whirl. This is a great way to get bedtime
jitters on Halloween night. Consider some fiction,
like the classic Frankenstein by Mary Shelley, or
some true crime, like Blood Stain by Peter Lalor.

This category is for my kindred spirits that find the
ghouls and gargoyles a little too much to handle. So,
if you don’t particularly love the idea of being afraid,
but still love keeping with the theme of Halloween,
this one is for you:

•

Gruesome games: Remember Cluedo? That
involved murder and death! If you have housemates,
give this one a go – or even try an online version.
Virtual escape rooms are another great option;
just give it a Google and you’ll find a bunch of
options. Or even try a trivia night with friends – try
integrating some spooky and Halloween themed
questions in this one.

•

Spooky themed food: You may not wish to
get into the scary side of Halloween, but that
doesn’t mean you shouldn’t have fun. Make
a pizza – turn those pepperonis into spiders!
Transform gingerbread houses into haunted
mansions and then eat them afterwards.
This is the best way to cope with fear.

•

Pumpkins: If you have never tried
pumpkin carving before, now might be
a good time to start. Also, I am sure you
could use those pumpkin entrails on
your spooky cooking endeavours.

• Mask Massacre:

Since we have to wear masks anyway,
we might as well get creative and
bring some Halloween spirit to the
health order. Give sewing a shot and
see what you can come up with using
some Halloween themed material.
Tegan Stettaford

• Zoom: As always, you never have to go italone!
Streaming movies with others this
Halloween is a
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Stephanie Jenkins

Books for
the Horror Adverse
Want that spooky vibe but aren’t really into the whole ‘horror’ schtick?
Whether you’re into science-fiction, true crime, or phycological trickery,
here are some books that scared me, without actually being ‘scary’. If
you often say you don’t do horror, this one’s for you.

Illuminae by Jay Kristoff
and Amie Kaufman
Having done the rounds on BookTube a few
years ago, this one finally made it into my
hands sometime last year and it’s lived in
my mind rent-free ever since. It’s 2575, and
Kady has been forced to flee her planet on an
evacuating ship, with a warship hot on their
tail. Complete with a rogue and dominating
AI, a mutating virus gone rogue on the ship,
space zombies, and the ever-present threat
of being caught where you’re not supposed
to be, this book definitely gave me chills. Told
through chat logs, surveillance transcripts,
diary entries, and letters, this book keeps
you at a distance that only makes the
atmosphere even more eerie.

The Diviners
by Libba Bray

I’ll Be Gone in the Dark
by Michelle McNamara
For the true crime fans, this is one that
creeped me out in more ways than one.
On the surface, this book documents the
pursuit of the Golden State Killer, a serial
rapist and murderer, who was active in
California between 1973 and 1986. Written
by the late Michelle McNamara, the book
also documents her obsession with the case
three decades after the Golden State Killer
disappeared. Not only does this book tell
a chilling account of the crimes that gave
the Golden State Killer his name, but it also
paints a picture of one woman’s desperate
search for answers. This one creeped me out
in a very real way.

Another YA classic from the early days of
BookTube, this one made the rounds after
its release in 2012. It’s 1926 New York, and
Evie has finally left her hometown to live
with her occult-obsessed uncle in the big
city. Complete with supernatural powers, an
occult museum, and a series of murders—
doesn’t it just sound like the perfect
Halloween read? This one has a little bit of
everything and a lot of spooks. Supernatural
gimmicks mixed with a murder case… I was
definitely scared to turn off the light while
reading this one.
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Outwalkers
by Fiona Shaw
Set in a near-future England, this book
takes the classic British novel in a whole
new direction. A suspicious and secretive
government has the whole country under
lockdown, tracking everybody’s movement
except Jake’s. Recently escaped from his
Academy orphanage, Jake and his dog
venture into the wilds to flee across the
border. As they join a gang of other kids to
help them escape, Jake realises that there
might be more danger out there than he once
thought. Complete with some utterly creepy
surveillance, the ever-present prickling
feeling of unease, and some shocking
violence, this one was a surprise favourite
that had me biting my nails the whole time.
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Let’s Get

Let’s Get

Your go-to drinking game this Halloween!
*Please drink responsibly.

Gather your friends (in a COVID-safe way) for our horror themed drinking
game, designed to have you doing Michael Jackson’s ‘Thriller’ dance routine
before the movie is over!

FINISH YOUR
DRINK:

TAKE A SIP:

Difficulty Level:

Your choice of film will determine the difficulty level
of the game.
We’ve carefully picked five films to give you the best
experience, but feel free to play with your favourite
horror film too (at your own risk!).
Feel free to bend the rules as you wish—only play to
a level that you’re comfortable with.

Level One: Halloween

Low body count = less drinking. Not entirely stupid
protagonists. Bonus points for Jamie Lee Curtis just
being generally amazing.
Ensures a relatively hangover-free morning after.

Every time
someone says
‘let’s split up’

Every time
someone is
thrown out of a
window

If a body is
discovered

If the killer’s
name is
mentioned

Level Two: Scream

Slightly higher body count and a tonne more cliches
(as well as a big old dose of the 90s), and you’ve got
yourself a good drinking-game movie.

Level Three: Halloween Part II

Enjoyable and tipsy as a stand-alone movie. But for
the daring, you can immediately follow up our Level
One recommendation with this, marathon style
(maybe with a healthy dose of pizza and water).

Level Four: A Bay of Blood

Here is our eclectic pick for the sophisticated booze
and horror enjoyer. Only nonsensical kills, and even
more nonsensical story, makes this a fun time.

Level Five: Friday 13th Part Four

Possibly the slash-iest slasher film to exist (in my
opinion), including high body counts and countless
clichés. If you follow all of our rules, to quote Crispin
Glover in this film (yes, Marty McFly’s dad), you’ll be
‘a dead f***’
(Please drink responsibly!)
Emily Connell
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Every time a
cat yowls

Every time
someone says
they are going
to “check if
everything’s
okay”

Every time
someone takes
a shower

If a
car/radio/gene
rator/phone
doesn’t work

If the movie’s
name is
mentioned

WATERFALL:

TAKE A SHOT:

Every time a
slo-mo occurs
(drink for the
duration of the
slo-mo)

If the killer’s
identity is
revealed

Every time there
is a killer POV
If the killer is a
shot
relative of one
(drink
for the
of the
duration of the
protagonists
POV shot or until
drink is finished)
Every time a
sexual act
occurs in the
movie, or
someone gets
naked

If the lights go
out

Every time
someone does
drugs

If someone
trips whilst
running away
from the killer

Every time
somebody is
killed

For the
duration of the
‘FINAL-GIRL
run’*

If the killer is
killed

If the killer’s
tragic
backstory is
revealed

*the run that the solo
character left completes,
discovering the bodies and
being left to confront the
killer
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The Horror of
Twilight in 2021

However, the Cullens are not the heroic, romantic
family that many Twi-haters might make them out to
be. The true horror of Twilight isn’t the vampires, it’s
the romance.
I took one for the team this year and re-read Twilight
as an adult woman amidst a global pandemic, an

Buzzfeed published an article last year recounting
some more scenes from later in the Twilight saga that
remind viewers that Twilight is a horror romance:
Including the immense grief and shock of
the final battle scene at the end of the film
Breaking Dawn Part 2, Bella’s descent
into depression in New Moon that was
unsettling and upsetting to witness,
and, perhaps most harrowing, the
disturbing and brutal depiction of
B e l l a ’s

on

de

via

nt art.com

Aside from the physical violence, Edward constantly
taunts Bella by emphasising his power over
her. Edward plays with Bella’s emotions and
vulnerabilities, allowing his predatory allure to
draw her in before half-heartedly warning her
against getting close. Bella turns to him for
answers often, falling into the established
power dynamic between the two characters,
and Edward, in return, infantilises Bella
through his desperate insistence of her
protection. Edward also flatters Bella to
an extent reminiscent of love-bombing—a
tactic often used in dynamics of
relationship abuse or manipulation—
and encourages an anti-feminist notlike-other-girls mentality (which is
just yuck, in general).
ara

Edward, the love interest and vampire boyfriend to
heroine Bella Swan, sparkles in the sun, can read
the minds of those around him, has super speed
and strength, and is “devastatingly, inhumanely
beautiful.” Even Bella compares him to the likes of
superheroes—radioactive spiders and kryptonite.
Twilight created a generation of young readers who
romanticised the monsters of old. Meyer did some
pretty ground-breaking stuff in her depiction of
vampires and shapeshifters, not least of which was
to make them likeable.

Stephanie Jenkins

However, outside of the inherent
horrors of abuse that lie within the
novel, Twilight secures its place in
the horror genre with scenes that
are overtly horrifying, depicting
violence, gore, monstrosity, and
moral evils.

iOgih

Not always lumped under the horror umbrella,
paranormal romance is nevertheless a subversive
genre that has worn many hats. Sometimes filed
under romance, pushed into the dusty corners of
erotica, but almost always explained away as young
adult fantasy, paranormal romance occupies an
interesting space in the realm of horror.

A 2011 study identified 80 instances of physical
violence or threats of violence throughout the
Twilight series, 30% of which was perpetrated by a
male on a female in a relationship setting. According
to the data, 66.7% of this violence was by Edward
on Bella, and 33.3% was perpetrated by Jacob on
the heroine. Not to mention the fact that Edward
considers actual genocide so he can get away with
murdering Bella in a full classroom…

Say what you want, but Twilight occupies a much
broader space in the history of horror, and the
history of adolescent literature as a whole, than it
often gets credit for. If you’re looking for something
a bit different to watch or read this Halloween, you
know where to start.

ayum

With Halloween upon us, it’s time to return to perhaps
the most polarising horror novel of this generation:
Twilight by Stephenie Meyer. Okay, if you’ve finished
laughing, just hear me out! Meyer’s 2005 novel made
waves with its release, as its sequels made their
way into our bookstores and the hands of young
women around the globe. While not the first of its
kind, Twilight definitely positioned a spotlight on the
paranormal romance genre.

honours thesis, and an impending quarter-life crisis.
What I expected to be a fun, guilty-pleasure read
was actually far from it, and I found myself slackjawed and horrified at the relationship violence,
control reminiscent of manipulation tactics, and
the sheer amount of milk that Bella drinks from the
fridge (what’s with that?).

pregnancy and birth in Breaking Dawn Part 1.

drawn by M

Readers are advised that this article contains
discussions of relationship violence, manipulation,
and control. If you need support, please call
1800RESPECT or visit the University Student
Support webpages.

Bella’s fear in the face of male attackers in the alley
in Port Angeles is downright terrifying, and a fear
that many female readers may feel close to home.
The desperation of the Cullens to protect Bella from
James and his coven of evil vampires is chilling, and
the lengths to which James goes to trap Bella had
my heart racing, and a tight knot of the creep factor
in my belly. And the final fight scene between James
and the Cullens in the dance studio was equally
gripping and disturbing.
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Final
Destination
Wolf Creek

Pride, Prejudice
and Zombies

The Meg

The Mist

The Shallows
The Ring

Coraline
Split

Paranormal
Activity

Misery

Scary Stories to
tell in the Dark

You’re Next

The Texas
Chainsaw
Massacre

The Boy
Scream

Christine
Salem’s Lot

Don’t Breathe

A Quiet Place 1
and 2

Get Out
Hereditary
Blair Witch

Ready or Not

Alien

Saw

Opus
picks

The Babadook

The Conjuring

The Witch

F*cking
scary

Bird Box

American
Werewolf in
London

The Babysitter

The Roommate

The Cabin in the
Woods

Cringy/
Funny

Shaun of the
Dead

In the Tall Grass

Gerald’s Game

The Shining

Pet Cemetery

Carrie

It

Stephen
King

The Silence of
the Lambs

The Birds

Jaws

Friday 13th

Nightmare on
Elm Street

Halloween

The The
Amityville
Horror

The Exorcist

Psycho

Classics

Modern Day
Vibes

In-fact-uated
‘Twas was the night before Halloween and all through the house,
Not a creature was…
Oh, sorry no! Wrong holiday. There are actually a lot of creatures stirring.

Here is a list of celebrities that I am CERTAIN must be a witch (or are just super spiritual it
gives me witch vibes)! This is a compliment and not a way of saying anything negative, this
is just people who I have decided must possess some powers and give of mystical witchy
energy! Some of these TikTok and I agree on, some TikTok told me about and I went “OMG
YOU’RE RIGHT”, and others just believe me ok.

In these unusual times, with the sense of days melding together during lockdown, things have been
feeling spooky no matter the season. I am sure a lot of us have been feeling rather overwhelmed in
this period, with online learning taking an even greater toll on us at UoN. It is important to remember
to take time for youself; reflect, relax, and enjoy the little things in life, especially when that life gets
tough.
So, during this odd Halloween, take some time to digest some strange, insightful, and unusual facts
as a part of your seasonal self-care routine.






There is a body farm right here in New South
Wales! It is called AFTER, which stands
for ‘the Australian Facility for Taphonomic
Experimental Research’ – how comical. For
some context, a body farm is a place where
researchers can observe the decomposition
of human corpses in different environments
and settings. As you might expect, the
knowledge generated from these farms
can help in cases of homicide and other
circumstances of death.



Lobsters taste with their feet. I cannot fathom
walking around and tasting everything I
stood on. Evolution, please explain?



A flock of ravens is known as an ‘unkindness’
or a ‘conspiracy’. Really set up to be a bad
omen there, huh.



British military tanks are fitted to make tea.
I am just trying to come to terms with this
being a priority.

It takes about 25 years for the human brain
to fully develop (thanks for the information,
psychology degree). What a great excuse to
act immature.



Some research states that chronic stress
can shrink the prefrontal cortex of the
brain, which is involved in higher order
processes, such as memory and learning.
How counterintuitive. Even science tells us
we need to relax.

Froot Loops are actually all the same flavour,
no matter the colour. This is just as upsetting
as the fact that rainbow paddle pops are just
caramel flavoured. Sorry…



Stevie Nicks

Obvs, and the true Supreme

Lana Del Rey

It’s the flower crown for me

Miley Cyrus

Supreme endorsed, listen to ‘Edge of Midnight’

Willow Smith
It’s the vibes for me

Sarah Paulson

Some 18th Century Halloween rituals
involved finding a husband. Apple peels in
the shape of initials, bopping for apples like
catching a bouquet, and standing in front
of a darkened mirror all Bloody Mary like,
were supposed to lead you to your future
husband. Maybe Halloween this year isn’t
so bad.

She plays it TOO GOOD not to be

Florence Welch

Look up the video of her playing when the storm
rolled in – it is magical!

Tegan Stettaford
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Tyler Bridges
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Climate Change:
True

Wilderness Society

The following stories are written by members of the new Newcastle
Student Wilderness Society Group. The TWS gives students a voice,
and the chance to be a part of a national movement. We are now one
of 40 teams around the country upskilling to advocate for nature. This
collection of writing seeks to bring attention to the issues we care
about and share why we do what we do. If you’d like to get involved,
come along to our monthly team meetings—find out more by joining
our Facebook group.

Is it every person for themselves? Do we find the
nearest cupboard to hide in, or grab a baseball
bat? Do we listen to the experts who know how
to avoid the traps? Or let people too scared and
refusing to work together slow us down? Should
the businesspeople who are not-so-secretly feeding
the ghouls and stoking the fires really be leading the
strategy?

Haunted House - Georgie Cooper
Close your eyes for a moment and imagine a relaxing
scene: you are lying on a beach in the summer sun.
But when you open them again, they water at the
thick smoke that blankets the sky and chokes your
lungs. It’s another ‘unprecedented’ bushfire season.
The waves are suddenly lapping at your feet. The
oceans are rising rapidly. The water is not just salty
but acid – you feel the burning that is destroying
ocean life and bleaching our beloved coral reefs.
You run across the sand, but walls close in around
you – and the water keeps on rising.
We are all trapped in the haunted house of climate
change, with tipping points and disaster around
every corner – unless we can find a way out.
How do you survive in a haunted house, where each
decision could mean life or death?

We can try to run and hide from our invisible enemy,
but the battle against climate change is currently
being lost by those in power: governments and
carbon-emitting industries. They refuse to act
urgently, with all the tools and technologies that are
available, in fear of forfeiting their bottom line. Even
more concerning is their refusal to acknowledge
who the real antagonist is. It's not the ghoul named
Global Warming – he is only a symptom of their
inaction. The real battle is against themselves, these
governments and industries, and their entrenched
ideas that are killing our planet.
What’s truly spine-chilling is that scientists have
been telling us for decades that we are accelerating
climate change and need to act to prevent
catastrophe. And yet, governments and big emitters
continue to ignore the warnings and proceed with
the onslaught against our environment. They keep
us trapped in this waking nightmare.
There is still a glint of hope, a way out of the haunted
house. But we must act fast and act together across
the globe. Governments must be held accountable
(truly their worst fear) and steer us clear of a climate
apocalypse. It is our only hope of protecting our
precious planet. If it dies, we die with it.
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Eerie Emissions - Amy Huff
The creeping increase of ghostly greenhouse gas
emissions in the last century have begun to have
terrifying effects on humans and the environment.
The amount of carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous
oxide that enters our atmosphere from fossil fuel
burning for electricity, power, and manufacturing,
as well as gas emissions from agriculture and
forestry, is incredibly frightening. The impact this
is beginning to have on our planet is a nightmare
brought to life. Our pollution of gas emissions into
the Earth’s atmosphere, anthropomorphic influence,
and impact on the environment have all accelerated
climate change.
The effects that these ghastly gas emissions have
on our planet are widespread and devastating for
people, natural environments, and animals. They
exacerbate respiratory and other health issues for
people and animals, due to air pollution. They trap
heat in the Earth's atmosphere, creating hotter
climates, warming seas, melting ice sheets and
glaciers at much greater volumes and speed than
is natural, and cause rising sea levels. Greenhouse
gas emissions also increase extreme weather events
and intense wildfires. All these impacts are terrifying
alone, but also lead to further disasters such as
loss of habitat, loss of land and islands, loss of
life, displaced communities, disruption to supply
systems, and countless more related issues.

Continuing ‘business as usual’ is sickening and will
have disastrous consequences. We have a pressing
need to change our ways, and fast. In 2019, the
United Nations report warned that 11 years remained
until the point of irreversible climate change damage.
In 2021, that deadline is now only 9 years away. This
means we need to be making and seeing changes
now, not aiming for goals in 2050. There is an eerie
feeling evoked by thinking about our generations’
and the next generations' futures, shadowed by
the spine-chilling impacts on the environment and
people if we don't take serious action soon.
This evolving global situation is alarming and
frightful for all. Taking steps to tackle our impact and
emissions is all we can do on this front, including
eating less red meat, implementing renewable
energy sources, employing conscious consumption,
reusing and recycling, and making environmentally
conscious political decisions.
The most terrifying outcome is if we do nothing! We
can’t let the creeping and ghostly gas emissions of
today haunt our future.
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Climate Apocalypse - Max Menyhart

The Birds - Alex Cottle
Climate change is exacerbating the already
characteristically high temperatures of Australia, with
frequency, intensity, and duration of extreme heat
events increasing to catastrophic levels year after
year. Ravaging bushfires and harrowing droughts
are provoking the dire need to escape and seek
refuge in our coastal communities. Now, a stampede
is upon us – an unparalleled aerial invasion! We are
being flooded with masses of inland species, both
on foot and in the air, in a desperate attempt to
escape the rising temperatures. Our coastal animals
are being forced to flee their beloved homes, which
have provided sanctuary for hundreds of years, in
a frantic bid to outrun the gruelling heatwaves that
threaten the survival of their vegetated habitats and
food availability.
Our precious native wildlife is trying to outrun the
oppressive heat in the face of crippling exhaustion,
starvation, and heat stroke. Birds such as corellas
are forced to move in unnatural masses like a scene
out of the Alfred Hitchcock thriller ‘The Birds’, even
though these beautiful animals typically only move
in small family groups as a means of safety. In our

inability to recognise these desperate movements
as a response to climate change, we are becoming
uneducatedly frustrated by the increased presence
of new species in our coastal regions. While these
unnatural behaviours are causing damage to our
coastal agricultural productions and ecology, we
must stand up and take ownership for the ways
our lifestyles fund the ever-growing challenges of
climate change, and effectively manage and resolve
some of these issues.
So many native Australian animals, which have
shaped our country’s identity for hundreds of years,
are now facing the dreadful reality of no longer
existing in their natural habitat. Our next generations
may no longer be able to share the joy in spotting
such mesmerising creatures in the wild. Our
beautiful koalas are not a nomadic species, and with
increased pressures of extreme heat events they are
being pushed to the brink of local extinctions, further
threatening their longevity as a living Australian icon.
Other native arboreal wildlife, such as possums, are
also among these species desperately clinging to the
hope that humans acknowledge our wrongdoings
and take action to rectify our climate-changeinducing behaviours. These poor creatures suffer
burnt paws as they try to escape bushfire zones, but
also extreme heat events in which the anthropogenic
roads and housing create an impossible maze of
scorching hot tar and sizzling tin roofs. We must
stop our selfish lack of concern and take ownership
and responsibility for our damaging actions.
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What is the climate apocalypse? Tens, hundreds,
thousands – hundreds of thousands – killed or
dying. Floods, wildfires, bushfires, tropical storms.
Devastating, unprecedented, out-of-control natural
weather events. Critically endangered species
wholly wiped out, traditional owners' sacred sites
destroyed. Emergency. Ruin. Death. Extreme chaos.
I wrote this list by opening the news and navigating
to the Environment section. Scrolling, I simply took
these words from each headline that mentioned
natural disasters and climate change. But the
situation I describe above is often referred to in our
news media as ‘apocalyptic’. Note the quotation
marks; insinuating it’s ‘like’ an apocalypse, or it was
‘said to be’ apocalyptic. But it is not a metaphor,
nor a simile. It is not just people saying it ‘felt’ like
an apocalypse – this is happening now. This is an
actual climate apocalypse.

What will happen as we shift away from using
quotation marks and call it out for what it is?
Climate grief, eco-anxiety, coupled with climate
adaptation and radical social and cultural changes.
Climate change is here, not just coming. I’ve been
agitating, advocating, and lobbying for mitigation
and adequate climate responses for years. I’ve
marched, protested, written to politicians. I’ve joined
and left political parties hoping they would make a
difference. And I won’t stop.
I will continue to stand up and be a part of a
movement that wants to address climate change
meaningfully. I’m part of the Newcastle Student
Wilderness Society Group where I have opportunities
to be skilled-up, become a leader in environmental
advocacy, and learn to better articulate what we
need to do as a species to adapt and respond to the
climate emergency now.

Zombies, civilisation collapse, hoarding, end-of-theworld disaster movies: they reflect back to us our
deep and collective fears about everything falling
apart. They are fascinating, inviting us into mad,
scary, and ruined worlds. It’s like watching YouTube
video compilations of car crashes. It’s awful, but
mesmerising. You can’t look away.

The End?

Narratives of the apocalypse, of the collapse of
civilisations, explore the collective unconscious (see
the works of Carl Jung), the instinctual and archetypal
knowledge we have about what could happen to
us. Great civilisations have fallen in the past, and all
death and destruction informs our current collective
selves too.

Here, we’ve painted visions of a climate apocalypse,
dying animals, and raging fires. It’s terrifying that
these images are real – of our world today, and the
future if we continue as we are. But there is still
hope. We need collective action; we need everyone;
we need you. Joining your local environment group
is a great way you can learn more about these
issues, what needs to change, and how to be part
of the solution. Connect with likeminded people by
joining the ‘Newcastle Student Wilderness Society
Group’ on Facebook. We can all be courageous
protagonists in this true horror tale.
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These stills are from
the Our Friend Flint
project, a feature film I
am volunteering for.
The movie has quite
a 'Stranger Things'
tone so I wanted to
reflect this through the
images.
Cordelia Prangley
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Bury
Your
Gays
Token Minorities in
Horror
If you tuned in to the 2019 release of It: Chapter Two,
you might have been shocked to see such gruesome
and hateful homophobic violence portrayed in
the opening scene. A continuation of the 2017
release of It—reminiscent of Stranger Things with
its adolescent cast and eighties summer setting—
Chapter Two uses its now-adult cast to take the
horrors of Pennywise up a notch. By combining the
childhood fears of The Loser Club with the increased
liberties available to an adult cast, the film is able to
provide a new lens through which to view grief, fear,
and friendship.
However, 27 years after the supposed defeat of
Pennywise by The Loser Club, the clown returns
to take the life of a young man who is thrown from
a bridge in a homophobic attack as he and his
boyfriend leave the Derry carnival. Director, Andy
Muschietti, said in an interview with Variety that
he “probably wouldn’t have included [the scene] if
it wasn’t in the book, but it was very important to
Stephen King.”
The scene in the 1986 novel by King was inspired
by the death of a man named Charlie Howard, who
was tragically killed similarly in a homophobic attack
in King’s hometown of Bangor, Maine in 1984. While
the scene was important to King for its representation
of real-world evils, it unfortunately falls straight
into the Bury Your Gays trope—reinforcing the
long-held assumption that members of the queer

community are somehow more disposable than their
heterosexual counterparts.
Bury Your Gays and Black Dude Dies First are popular
tropes in the horror genre, particularly slashers, that
complicate the demand for diversity on-screen.
The titles are clear enough: it is often queer folk or
people of colour who are the first to go; and regularly
enough that there’s a name for it.
It is believed that the tropes first appeared as a
side effect of the introduction of the Token Minority
character, as audiences demanded more diversity
in their films. Lacking narrative relevance and
character complexity, these characters could be
easily killed off by filmmakers and relieve creators of
the pressure to provide, I don’t know, accurate and
authentic representation.
While the nature of their deaths varied, POC and
queer characters began to occupy the expected
role of ‘first to die’. The Strong, Black Man (another
popular trope and damaging racial stereotype)
might die at the hands of the killer to prove the
monster’s strength. Or a character of colour might
sacrifice themselves to give the hero the drive to find
vengeance. Similarly, the queer, Too Good for This
Sinful Earth character might die to prove just how
evil the killer is. Nevertheless, these deaths pave the
way for the often white, often straight, often male
hero to survive.
The representation of minorities in horror is
complicated. Before queer characters were killed
off in the Bury Your Gays fashion, queerness was
often coded on the other end of the spectrum as
villainous or evil. Many villains, including those of
Disney classics, use stereotypically queer or camp
mannerisms to define their evil persona (think, Dr
Frank-N-Furter from The Rocky Horror Picture Show
or Norman Bates from Psycho), further stigmatising
queer identities and complicating the introduction of
queer diversity in contemporary films.

Don (Taylor Frey) and Adrian (Xavier Dolan) giving a girl their toy, before soon Adrian is dead. It
chapter two

As TVTropes.org put it, oftentimes the death of
minorities is a numbers game. In casts with only
token representation, it often happens that the
death of a character of colour is the death of the only
character of colour. And that’s the problem.
Similarly, in the GLAAD Where We Are On TV report
from 2016, CEO Sarah Kate Ellis reported that
“when there are so few lesbian and bisexual women
on television, the decision to kill these characters in
droves sends a toxic message about the worth of
queer female stories.” The GLAAD report agrees that
queer characters are killed off “often solely to further
a straight, cisgender character’s plotline,” and that’s
not just in horror.
For women as well, the likelihood of survival is often
tied to their ability to define their own sexuality.
‘Virgins’ are often the last ones standing in the Nature
Adores a Virgin trope, equating sexual abstinence
with purity or inherent goodness. Otherwise, they
are the first to go in the Virgin Sacrifice trope,
similarly reinforcing dialogues of fearmongering
around women’s ability to control their own bodies.
But sexual agency isn’t going to save you either:
the Death By Sex trope reminds us that characters
who have sex midway through the plot are setting
themselves up to be the next victims.

Frank n Furter - Rocky Horror Picture Show
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The popularity of black, queer, and female-identifying
creators in the horror genre, however, are changing
things. Jordan Peele’s 2017 horror film Get Out
provides another possibility for the development of
the horror genre. Exploring racism and the subtext of
slavery, Get Out is an example of a creator of colour
fighting back against racial stereotypes in horror,
and in film and television as a whole.
Similarly, writer Zoe Lister-Jones was given the
floor to write and direct the sequel of 1996 film The
Craft. Originally created itself by queer man Andrew
Flemming, the new iteration of The Craft: Legacy
in 2020 worked to include a wider range of queer
identities within it, and a deeper exploration of
female friendship and female sexuality that is often
lacking in the horror genre.
By diversifying filmmakers, cast, and characters,
I have hope that the horror genre will continue to
grow to encompass a vast range of experiences—
especially those of minorities. If you have any
recommendations of great new horror films, TV
shows, or books that are exploring diversity, we’d
love to hear them! Jump on our socials (@opus.
unsa) and let us know your faves.
Stephanie Jenkins
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We LOVE giving away prizes to students and for Halloween we want you
to colour in our creepy design here to go in the chance to win some gift
cards!
To enter all you have to do is be following the Opus instagram
@opus.uon and submit your colouring ins by either direct messaging the
Instagram page or tagging the page in a post by the 29th of October!
You must be a student to enter. Winners will be contacted with
information on their prize and how to claim it.
Good luck!

Colouring page Sourced from: costumesupercenter
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The flip of a coin

A new definition of ‘

I have come to find it quite fascinating that when
we think of ‘scary’ things, what generally comes
to mind are the tangible, explicit, and plan
obvious. Spiders, snakes, ghouls, ghosts, the
dark, and death: the immediate sorts of answers
to the question what is scary? However, all these
things are out of our control, whether they are the
paranormal or just undeniable aspects of life. They
are things we accept, acknowledge, and can move
on from. I, like everyone else, am in much the same
boat. Generally, when I think of ‘scary’, I think of
horror movies, sharks, a killer in the dark. However,
due to recent life events I have begun to reconsider
the range of things I deem as ‘scary’.
For some background
On a whim, I decided to go and get the AstraZeneca
vaccine, as a mass pop-up clinic had opened in
my local area. With Covid-19 worsening during
this period, it seemed like any risk associated with
the vaccine was worth the potential for lockdowns
to be lifted sooner rather than later. I endured the
expected 24-48 hours of cold-like symptoms. But
then, I noticed a sort of rash around my chest. After
speaking to about five medical professionals, a trip
to the ER, and, quite frankly, a right scare for both
myself and those around me, I was sent home with
the all-clear (please, don’t let my experience put
you off getting vaccinated! Speak to your doctor
first for help making an informed choice, as I did).
However, this situation changed my perspective a
bit on what I now deem ‘scary’.
In reflection of that event, I was terrified. I initially
thought I was so scared because I was worried

’

about my wellbeing, but, realistically, I knew that
the visit to the hospital was just precautionary. The
most terrifying thing about the experience was
actually the choice that I had made that had got
me there.
We all make choices. We make choices every day
about a range of different things! What should I
have for dinner tonight? Do I start that assignment
today or next week? Should I apply for that job?
We make decisions all the time, but so infrequently
do we think about the potential gravity and
consequence of what we may decide. We may not
think that a decision about what to eat for dinner is
so crucial, or could be so life changing, but who is
to say it couldn’t be? You might go to pick up your
take-away and meet the love of your life. Or, you
could cook a meal with a new ingredient and find
out you’re allergic. The outcomes of our choices
are endlessly influential, but we rarely think of them
this way.
The defining features of what is scary now seems
much less apparent to me. The flip of a coin to
choose between one option or the other could
result in a fate that could never have been foreseen.
So, this Halloween, I hope your mind is filled with
more than just thoughts of gargoyles and gremlins
because sometimes it is our thoughts that are the
scariest things of all.

Tegan Stettaford
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Photo by Chris Briggs on Unsplash
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The Signs
When I think of Halloween, one of the first things
that comes to mind is the TREATS! I always see
people on social media get really into the holiday
by making their own homemade treaties instead of
buying them, which I love. The problem with making
your own treaties, though, is that not everyone is a
baking superstar. I am what some may call ‘baking
challenged’, so I’ve searched the internet for an
easy-to-assemble but delicious treat that we can
all make at home and share with our nearest and
dearest.
I introduce to you… HALLOWEEN OREOS!
I found some inspiration on Pinterest, where lovely
bakers have dipped single Oreos into melted
chocolate, then into sprinkles, and attached edible
googly eyes with more chocolate. Follow along to
see my attempt at this tasty treat.

Ingredients:

- A packet of Oreos of your choice
(I have chosen the Birthday Cake Oreos)
- A block of chocolate of your choice
(I went with Coles white cooking chocolate)
- A sprinkle mix of your choice
(I went with Queen Midnight Magic Sprinkles)
- Edible eyeballs
(I went with Coles Eyeball Decorations)

4.Dip an Oreo into the chocolate mixture so that it is
half covered and then dip it into the sprinkles.

5.Place Oreo on the baking paper lined tray.
6.Drip a small amount of chocolate onto the back
of an eyeball decoration and place onto the Oreo.
Repeat for the second eye.

7.Repeat steps 4-6 until all Oreos are decorated.
8.Place

tray into the fridge and chill until the
chocolate sets.

9.Eat them… if you dare!
Note: If you have left over melted chocolate and don’t
want to waste it, you can make Halloween chocolate
bark. It’s super simple and just requires you to place
a piece of baking paper on a tray and spread the
melted chocolate on it. Place your sprinkles and
decorations on top and put in the fridge to set. Once
set, break into pieces, and enjoy your Halloween
chocolate bark!

Aries
Capricorn

Pisces

‘WORKAHOLICS’

‘A LOT’

December 22 – January 19

The responsible friend;
motivated by discipline;
takes a while to warm
up to people; represses
emotions that get in
the way of success.
Capricorns often don’t
feel the need for attention
but want to be respected.
Best suited as lawyers,
accountants, managers,
or creators.
Famous Capricorns:
1. Michelle Obama
2. Martin Luther King Jr
3. Dolly Parton

Equipment:

Microwave
Microwave-safe bowl
Spoon
Baking paper
Tray
Fridge
Right, now it’s time to create the magic.

Song suggestions:
• Levitating Dua Lipa
• Teardrops Jones,
Mahogany
• Sweet Love Craig
Wedren, Pink
Ape, and Jasmine
Cephas-Jones
• Little Runaway
Celeste
• Kyoto Pheobe
Bridgers

Method:
1.Break the chocolate into smaller pieces and place
in the microwave-safe bowl.

2.Melt the chocolate in the microwave by starting
with 30 second bursts, checking and stirring after
each burst. Repeat until melted.

3.Pour some of the sprinkles into a small bowl.

Music, Celebrities and more

Libby Pearce
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Aquarius
‘QUIRKY’
January 20 – February 18

Every Aquarius I know is
able to thrive in a large
group of people. As
Co-Star puts it, they’re
‘archetypical
outcasts’
– so, quirky as hell. They
have a specific type of
humouro that only an
Aquarius would get. They
often feel alienated, but
when they do find their
mob, they do whatever
they can to stand out. It’s
what they were born to
do!
Famous Aquarius':
1. Michael Jordan
2. Angela Davis
3. Virginia Woolf
Song suggestions:
• All I Need Jacob
Collier ft Mahalia, Ty
Dolla $ign
• CHANGE
Montaigne
• Don’t You Want Me
The Human League
• Underground
David Bowie
• Grace Kelly MIKA

February 19 – March 20

Whatever a Pisces does,
they do it to their fullest
extent. Whether it’s love,
reading into signs from
the universe, or setting
boundaries (or, conversely,
none whatsoever). Pisces
don’t want to fit in. Their
behaviours often change
based on who they are
around, like little sponges
– They don’t want to
conform to a specific
identity. Pisces dream,
imagine, and emotionally
challenge
everything,
which is a beautiful thing.
Everything is a sign to
them and, honestly, that’s
a life I want to live.
Famous Pisces:
1. Nina Simone
2. Rihanna
3. Victor Hugo
Song suggestions:
• Solar Power Lorde
• We are the Children
Keiynan Lonsdale
• Death and All His
Friends Coldplay

‘MY WAY OR THE
HIGHWAY’
March 21 – April 19

Aries are abrupt and hot
headed, no filter needed
with this lot. At their soul,
Aries do what they see
best for them. Highly
competitive,
honest,
and direct which are my
favourite type of people.
Within this, however,
some see impulsiveness,
impatience, and excessive
anger. They might not
have the best self-control,
but at least you know
an Aries will give you an
honest answer. Action
and excitement stimulate
the Aries, so much so that
they tend to start their
own.
Famous Aries:
1. Mariah Carey
2. Leonardo DaVinci
3. Harry Houdini
Song suggestions:
• I’m Shakin’ Jack
White
• Call The Vanns
• transparentsoul
Willow Smith ft Travis
Barker
• Kiwi Harry Styles
• Lifestyles of the
Rich & Famous
Good Charlotte
• Ballroom Blitz Sweet
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Taurus
‘CHILL IN CHAOS’

Scorpio

April 20 – May 20

A direct quote from
Co-Star: “Taureans are
the human equivalent
of moss. A handmade
wooden chair.” Basically,
they like things just the
way they are. They could
watch paint dry, happily.
In the midst of chaos,
Taurus are a calming
presence – a rock to most
other signs. They tend to
be grounded and logical,
and love being in control
to keep everything ready
and steady. A Taurus
doesn’t do change, no sir,
even if it means the same
outfit every day – so be it!
Famous Taurus’:
1. Malcom X
2. Audrey Hepburn
3. William Shakespeare
Song suggestions:
• Cryptic Love Poem,
Pt. 2 IYAMAH
• Still Beating Mac
DeMarco
• Booster Seat
Spacey Jane
• We Find Love
Daniel Caesar

‘CON ARTIST’

Gemini
‘COULD FLIRT WITH
A TABLE’
May 21 – June 20

Geminis are known to be
flirty little things and could
literally flirt their way into
anything. Alongside strong
charisma, they tend to use
self-deprecating humour
to balance it out. Although
pretty intelligent, with a
good knowledge of almost
everything, Geminis are
incredibly analytical and
have the ability to square
up against someone three
times their size – all for the
sake of being right. And if
someone is lying, they’ll
know.
Famous Gemini’s:
1. Kanye West
2. Stevie Nicks
3. Prince
Song suggestions:
• Karma Mahalia
• LIKE I WOULD
ZAYN
• Get You Daniel
Caesar ft Kali Uchis

Cancer

Virgo

‘SENSITIVE SOD’

‘FIXER UPPER’

June 21 – July 22

The most sensitive out
of all signs, only because
they care so much.
Cancers adopt the worries
of not only their own, but
everyone around them.
Their caring nature means
they tend to forgive easily,
but they’ll never forget
how hard by you’ve done
them. They like comfort
and don’t take well to
change. They give the
best hugs, though.
Famous Cancers:
1. Ariana Grande
2. Frida Kahlo
3. Emma Goldman
Song suggestions:
• Nobody Knows Me
Like You Do Birdy
• Manhattan Sara
Bareilles
• I Wanna Run Suzy
Jones
• Old Friends Coldplay
• The Long and
Winding Road The
Beatles

October 23 – November 21

August 23 – September 22

Leo
‘PERCEIVED MAIN
CHARACTER’
July 23 – August 22

Leos are powerful
creatures. They have
big personalities, are
warm and loving, but
are the ultimate show
star. They were born to
stand out and be the
best, no matter the cost.
Leos are captivating, but
sometimes their boldness
can be interpreted as
vain due to a sometimesoverbearing presence.
A Leo will never share
anything with you, but
they’ll brag your ear off. If
someone’s a Leo – they'll
tell you.
Famous Leos:
1. Kobe Bryant
2. Kylie Jenner
3. Charlie XCX
Song suggestions:
• jealousy, jealousy
Olivia Rodrigo
• Joan of Arc Little Mix
• Freedom The New
Respects
• Circus Britney
Spears
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Virgos pay attention to
everything. They are nice
and clean, organized, but,
above all, perfectionists.
If something isn’t right,
a Virgo will fix it the way
they see fit. Virgos like to
feel useful and will often
seek out messes that
need cleaning, whether
physical or emotional.
Famous Virgos:
1. Agatha Christie
2. Bernie Sanders
3. Fred Hampton
Song suggestions:
• She Wants Me
(To Be Loved) The
Happy Fits
• honey Coastal Club
• Everyone Changes
Kodaline, Gabrielle
Aplin
• Cough Syrup Young
the Giant

Libra
‘SEXY EMPATH’

September 23 – October
22

I feel like Libras have
so many layers. On the
surface, they are one
thing, but when you
delve deeper, they are
completely
different.
Libras are empathetic and
can get along with most
people. But they CANNOT
make decisions for the
life of them. Libras tend
to form strong opinions
of people, often based
on outside perceptions.
Libras feel a lot of love,
and so, are sometimes
flirty little creatures.
Famous Libras:
1. Kim Kardashian
2. Donald Glover
3. Gwyneth Paltrow
Song suggestions:
• Ur Best Friend
Kiana Ledé ft Kehlani
• Apple Pie Lizzy
McAlpine
• Tomorrow Is New
JONES

You can never be too
sure whether a Scorpio is
serious or whether they
are joking. This makes
them the best liar, for
better or for worse. It
also makes Scorpios
hard to close to, because
they sometimes lock
themselves behind doors
no one can get through.
Described as the secret
fire sign, imagine the
emotions of a water sign
paired with the feistiness
of an Aries and the
confidence of a Leo.
Famous Scorpios:
1. Leonardo DiCaprio
2. Frank Ocean
3. Björk
Song suggestions:
• It’s Oh So Quiet
Björk
• Boys Indigo De
Souza
• Pineapple Head
Crowded House
•

Sagittarius
‘HEART OVER HEAD’
November 22 – December
21

You’ll know a Sag is in
your group—they’re
loud, obsessed with
introspection, and live off
emotions which, at their
core, makes them the
most human. They are
the ultimate empiricist,
heart over head any day
of the week. Sag’s are
the friendliest people you
could meet, and want to
explore the world with
you in it!
Famous Sagittarius:
1. Chadwick Boseman
2. Jane Austen
3. Nicki Minaj
Song suggestions:
• Music Cleo Sol
• Man Like You Tom
Misch
• Emoji of a Wave
John Mayer

Emily Coles
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The signs as Ryan Murphy Freaky television series (spoilers ahead)

July 23 - August 22
March 21 - April 19

AHS Apocalypse:
Apocalypse is where it gets REALLY hectic, the
culmination of the different seasons within a brilliant
story line. Aries thrive on hectic energy, like that
found in an apocalypse as well as that which can
be found in the collision of the AHS universe.

May 21 - June 20

AHS Double Feature:
This series is the first of the AHS seasons to split
into two different stories, in two separate locations.
This is perfect for the Gemini to appease both
sides of them, in this case “by the sea” and “by the
sand”, and allow for the best tv horror experience
for them.

April 20 - May 20
AHS Asylum:

Asylum is your classic scary show with nuns,
murders and a mental institution. Just perfect for
the Taurus as they love the classics done right,
which is just what this can provide – and a Taurus
can also appreciate some odd twists just like
Asylum provides.

June 21 - July 22

AHS Coven:
Your Cancer signs love a classic romantic horror,
this is the closest we are going to get to romance
and that is the romance of the notion of witchcraft!
Coven offers love and sex, as well as spell,
powers, oh and you guessed it murder! Perfect
easy watching for a Cancer while still giving that
40
touch of horror.

AHS Murder House:

Murder house is the first of the American Horror
Story anthology series. The series is a classic,
with ghosts, daemons, hauntings, murderers and
more. This series is the centre of all the attention
for the entire anthology and that is why it is for the
Leo.

September 23 - October 22
AHS Freak Show:

This show is perfect for watching with friends as
you scream over the creepy characters, mainly the
clown and creepy white boy. Perfect for the social
butterfly of a Libra who can use this as an excuse
to hang out and comfort their distressed friends,
especially due to their bravery it makes this season
perfect for them.

August 23 - September 22
AHS Roanoke:

Roanoke is the best recommendation for a Virgo as
this season was its own worst enemy, as is a Virgo.
This season shows characters make more issues
for themselves after they should have learnt from
past mistakes and stories. The Virgo deserves better
than what they put themselves through, and perhaps
might learn a few lessons from this season.

October 23 - November 21

Scream Queens:
Scream Queens follows a sorority of elite beauty
queens as they are picked off in a satirical fashion
by a murderer loose on campus. With the classic
horror babe Jamie Lee Curtis as the school’s Dean
and mean girl played by Emma Roberts this is the
perfect binge for your over the top Scorpio.
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November 22 - December 21
Ratched:
Ratched is an American psychological thriller
streaming television series that follows a young
nurse at a mental institution who becomes jaded
and bitter before turning into a full-fledged monster
to her patients. This series is the perfect match for
the slightly deranged Sagitarius.

December 22 - January 19
AHS 1984:
This season is a nod to the classic slasher genre,
dumb teens and murder, a great way to adapt
something that already works for a modern spin.
The Capricorn are known for their practicality and
their creativity, which also perfectly combines in
this series – work smarter, not harder. Capricorns
also love their classic horror, so this is perfect for
them.

Want to
be an Opus
contributor?

January 20 - February 18
AHS Hotel:

This season is a real gem as it is influenced by
a real-life creepy hotel, one with murder and
rumoured ghosts. Aquarius are lovers of this type
of true crime making this season perfect for them.
Aquarius also have a secret flair for the dramatic,
which this season brings in with Lady Gaga and her
incredible murderous performance.

February 19 - March 20
AHS Cult:

Cult was a series that at times hit too close to
home as it centred around elections as well as
being released as a nod to what was happening in
America in light of the Trump administration being
voted into power. This series really tugs at the
emotions, and thus is perfect for the empathetic
Pisces as they can get the full effect of the season
by their empathetic nature.

Contact our media officer
Tyler.bridges@uon.edu.au
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